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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [6, ‘71, Schoenberg developed an elegant heory of cardinal interpolation 
by cardinal splines which was later extended to cardinal Mermite interpolation 
by Lipow and Schoenberg [3] and by Lee et al. 121. iMore recently Tzimbalario 
[9] and Mohapatra and Sharma [4] have derived analogous results for certain 
classes of cardinal discrete splines. In this paper we derive results for a 
broad class of generalized cardinal splines which both unify and generalize 
the results of all the above papers. In particular we extend the results of 
[9] to cardinal Mermite interpolation. 
Let P, denote the space of all real-valued polynomials of degree not 
exceeding 12, and for 1 < s 9 n, let r = (yO , y1 ,.~., y8-J denote a set of 
linearly independent linear functionals on P, . We define Yn(r) to be the 
class of all functions S from [w to itself such that for v = 0, +l, &2,..., S 1 
IV, u + 1) = S, E P, and y[S,-,(x + v)] = y[S,(x + Y)], Vy E F. 
If y&7) = p’i’(O), i = o,..., n - s, then Y,Z(r) is the class of cardinaji 
splines with integer nodes of multiplicity s studied ir, [2, 31. If Y&P) = @“j(O), 
i = o,..., r? - s - 1, and ~+~(p) = ~(‘L-s+l)(0), then Y.(S) consists of the 
cardinal g-splines studied by Lee and Sharma [I]. The cardinal discrete 
splines of [4, 9] are obtained by putting s = 1, y,(p) = p(iil2) and 
yi(p) = pci)(ih), i = 0, I,..., n - 1 (0 < h < 1 jiz). 
We note that our above definition of 5QF) is the analogy for cardinal po- 
lynomial splines of Schumakers’ classes of generalized splines as defined in [S]. 
Now if .cP = (pl , pz ,..., pJ is a basis for (p E P,: y(p) = 0, tl'y E f'), 
then it is easily seen that 5?Jr) comprises all functions S of the form 
S(x) = P(x) + i cyp,<x - l)+ + i $p,(x - 2), 
b=l k=l 
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where P E P, and 
Pa- = PM if x30 
= 0 if x<O (1.2) 
p(x)- = 0 if x20 
= PW if x < 0. (1.3) 
We shall alternatively write Y%(r) as Y,Z(P). 
Then .g = (x~~-s~~l, x r-s+g,...~ x1’} gives the cardinal splines of [2, 31 
and $J = {x?z-s, ,y--s+P, y-s+3 ,..., P} gives the cardinal g-splines of [I], 
while for the cardinal discrete splines of [9, 41 9 comprises the single 
polynomial xtn) = x(x - 11)(x - 2h) ... (x - (n - 1)h) and G,(x) = 
X(X - ~212)“-~, respectively. 
Our main result involves the class of polynomials -9 = (p, q,..., xs-lp>, 
where p is a polynomial of exact degree y1 - s + 1 whose zeros lie in the 
intersection of the circles [ z - z, I < 1 z, / and 1 z - Z0 1 < I&, j, where 
ieiT/(S tl) 
‘O = 2 sin(7r/(s + 1)) + % 
.and perhaps with zeros of multiplicity 172 at E and of multiplicity I at CY - 1, 
where OL is a number in [0, 1). Suppose 01 is not a zero of the polynomial 
ada, XP, e.3 xS-lp: (-1)“) in ..Y defined in (2.4). Then our main result is 
THEOREM 1. Given s bi-ir$zite sequences of duta ~(0) = ( J$“). (p = 
0, l,..., s - 1) sntisfying 
p II = O(l v I’) (p = 0, I,..., s - 1) (1.4) 
for some y > 0, there exists a unique spline function SE 9J9) satisfyilzg 
A+j((v + cx+-) = yy (p = 0, l,..., s - 1) V integer v, (1.5) 
S(x) = O(l x pg. (1.6) 
Our approach in solving the above interpolation problem is the same 
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as in [2, 31. In Section 2 we study the eigensphnes and the zeros of the 
polynomials Il,,,.(P : A) as a polynomial in h, while a sketch of the proof 
for Theorem 1 is given in Section 3. 
2. EIGENSPLINES 
Let 0 < Y -c 1 and set 
:;p,qq = 9;;qtgl ) pz ,...) pJ = {SE ..Y&?): P’((v + cd)+) = 0 
vp = 0, I,..., s - 1 and V integers ~1. (2.1) 
A function SE ,4”,*(P), S f 0, is called an ei,oeqAG~e if it satisfies the 
functiona! relation 
S(x + 1) = AS(x), Vx E R and for some h + 0. (2.2) 
The number h is called the eigemalue of S. 
Next we set out to determine the eigensplines in Y>4r,E”(P). Let S be an 
eigensphne in FnU;(.P) with eigenvalue A, and let P be the polynomial com- 
ponent of S in the interval [O, 1). Then P!(E) = 0 for p = 0, I,...? s - L, 
and we can write 
P(x) = L&(x - c$ + ~,+,(X - a)s+l + ‘.. f 32,(x - a);,~ 
From the relation S(x + 1) = AS(X), Vx E [w, and (1.1) we have 
P(x + 1) - hP(x) = f CyLLJh(xj. 
k=l 
Hence 
Let p&r) = a,, + u&x - CX) + aLp(x - cd)* + ... + a&x - =jny and writing 
(2.3) in increasing p from 0 to n, we have a system of (n + 1) equations 
in (z + 1) unknowns a, , a,+, ,..., a, , cy’, CT’ ,... 7 cy’. 
The matrix of the system is 
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s 
0 
2! 2” 
(1 
(+) 2!(y) 
--- (s - l)! (, ” 1) 
-** (s - l)! (; T ;, 
. 
i” 7 l) 2! (,, ; ‘) *-- (s - l)! (; 1 ;, 
12’ 
0 1 
2! ; 
0 
**- (s - l)! (, ” 1) 
l! cl11 2! a,, -*- (s - l)! a,,-, 
. 
1 ! a,-,, 
l! asI 
2 ! LI,-l% ‘-* (s - 1) ! LzS-lS-l 
2! as2 -.. (s - l)! ass--l 
s! (1 - A) 0 
sl s+l 
4 1 S (s + w (1 
s! ‘iZ - 1 ( 1 . . . S 
s! I1 0 . . . S.
s! a,, . . . 
1 s. kls 
s! II,, 
. . . 
. . . 
(n - I)! (1 - A) 0 
(n - l)! (, 1 1) n! (1 - A) 
(n - l)! aln-1 n! a,, 
(n - l)! as-in-l n ! as--ln 
(n - l)! asmel n! asn 
Therefore, in order that P be nontrivial, the determinant 
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~/ “10 41 a,, ... al,-, a,, *.. al,-, 
I azO a,, a,? ..- a,,+, a,, ..= a,,-, 
’ a,-1, as-l, as-l2 =.. as-is-l aS-lS *.* as--ln-l 
!I a,, as1 as2 *a* hl asa I., asn-l 
must be zero. 
j2.q 
Observe that if pk(x) = Y-~+~~ for k = 1, 2 ,..., s, then the polynomial 
L!,(.P; A) reduces to 17,(a; A) of [2]. 
Wow for s < I’ < 12 + 1, let IT,,,(B : A) I II,,,,(pl , pz ,,~.) pS : A) be the 
determinant obtained from 17,(9 : A) by deleting the first (T - S) rows and 
the last (Y - s) columns. We shall put l’T7,,,(p, :p2 ,.L‘j pS : A) = 0 for 
I’ < s and Y > EZ + 1. Following [3] we let L!,,,(A) denote the determinant 
of the matrix obtained by deleting the first Y rows and the last 3’ columns 
of I/($ - hi3ijjjT i,j = 0, l,..., ~1. We shall also write II/-,,,. = DES, 
(PI , p2 ,...: pJ = 17,,,(.? : 0). 
EEMMA 2.1. Let it, Y, s be positiue htegers with n > a 3 s 3 I. Ther! ?ize 
following identities hold: 
= n,3-l,v(p’ : X) n-,,..(A) - (il - r + 1) rrr,,,.(p : A) IT,>-,,,.(A). 
n;,,,.CP, 3 P2 ,*..1 ps : a 2T,,,-,(P, 9 p3 ,..., Ps-1 : A) 
= fl,,,(Pl > P2 s..., Ps-1 : h) 17,,,-,(P, 2 P3 71.., P” : Al 
- %,?.(p, , p3 ,..., ps : 4 n,,,.-,(P, , pe ?--I? PI-1 : /I). 
rl7,,r+,(P1 7 P2 rt..., Ps : A> lir,-I,,-,(P; y...> Pi-1 : A) 
= fl,-,AP; ,..., Pi : 8 &2,,.(P, I..., Ps-1 : 3 
- (rf - r + s) 17,,,(p, ,..., ps : X) I.f+&J; ) . . . . p:--: : h). 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7j 
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Proof. The proof of the above identities involves the same method as 
that used in [l], employing Karlin’s identity. a 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose p(x) = zy=, aixi. Then for 1 < r < n + 1, 
1712,?(p) = an-r+l - (;) a1z-T + (’ t ‘) an-r+l + ... 
t (-lpr+l (, _ ; + 1) a0 * (2.8) 
Proof. The result is obtained by expanding the determinant representing 
II,,,(p) along the last row. u 
LEMMA 2.3. For any polynomial p, 
(1 - 4” P (&) = 2 fl%n+l-i(P) xi. (2.9) 
ProoJ Let p(x) = Czvzo aixi. Then 
(1 - -4” P (&, ) = i a&l - x)n--i 
i=O 
Interchanging the order of summation and applying Lemma 2.2, the result 
(2.9) follows. g 
LEMMA 2.4. If n + 1 > r and a, = 0, then 
fl?z,,(P) = nn-1,r-l(P) - 17,-L,(P) (2.10) 
and 
JL,r(xP) = 17,-1,?“(P). (2.11) 
Relations (2.10) and (2.11) follow from (2.9) if a, = 0. 1 
Now for y2 + 1 3 r > s > 1, let d&p1 ,pe ,..., ps : A) denote the 
determinant 
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pT,,,.(p, ) p2 ) . ..) ps : A) II,;,.-, II,.,.-,@! ‘.’ iQ,,,--.s+,@) 
= d,,,.(p, , P, ? .. . . ps : 4. (2.12) 
PIYIOJ’. Our proof is by induction on s. Clearly the identity (2.12) is 
true for s = I, and for ail n 3 I’. Suppose that it is true for s = k, By 
Sylvester’s identity we have 
O..,.(P, >PZ :...‘Ph+l : A) d,,,r--l(pe ,pq ,~..,PJ. : A> 
= dn,r--1(P2 ,P3 ,..4%-1 : A) Ll n.,-(pl , pg ) . . . . p:. : /\> 
- ~,,,.(P, 3 P3 >...> P!s+1 : A) A, ,,.- Jpl , p2 >..., pl; : A). (2.13) 
Hence from (2.6) (2.13) and the induction hypothesis, the assertion is 
true for s = k - 1, and by induction it is true for al! r 3 s > 1. 
LEMMA 1.6. If p is a polynomial of exact degree (n - s A l>, then 
n;,.,.(p, xp,..,> x”-‘p, 
ffnH+l.,.LS+l(P) ~n~.S+l,l.--b(P~ ... IT+, L1,,.-2s+2(p) 
= K--s+1,r-.F$(P) fin-s-I,,.-s+LP) ... fln-.5A.l.Q+B(Pl (2.14) 
1 -L+l.;.(P) LS,,.,-l(P) ..* fl -+-s4;;-&~ 
Proof. The assertion follows from (2.12), using (2.11) and (2.10). 
Next we require a lemma on k-positive sequences. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let k be a positive integer and suppose the poij:nomiai 
a, + alz + .‘. + am? (a,,? > 0) has no roots 52 the sector / arg z i < 
krr/(k + 1). Let ai = Ofor i < 0 and i > m. Then every minor of order <EC 
of the matrix 11 ajei 11 is str.ictiy positive mless it contains a zero row or co!nnm. 
Moreover the consfant kn/(k + 1) is the best possible. 
Proof. The result follows almost immediateij; from the world of 
Schoenberg [53. The result is clearly true for 117 = 1. That it is true for 
rrz = 2 when the polynomial has complex roots follows from Theorem 3 
in [S]. It then follows that the assertion is true for ail IX, since the class 
of all k- positive sequences is closed with respect to the operation of cm- 
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volution of sequences. That the constant krr/(k + 1) is the best possible 
follows by putting m = 2 in Theorem 1 of [5]. 1 
By a suitable translation we may assume without loss of generality that 
01 = 0. 
LEMMA 2.8. If p has exact degree (n - s + l), p(0) > 0, and all roots lie 
in the intersection of the circles / z - z0 1 -=c 1 z, 1 and 1 z - 5, / < 1 .F, /, 
where 
then 
i@T/(S+l) 
‘a = 2 sin(?-r/(s + 1)) ’ 
17,,,.(p, xp ,..., x8-lp : A) = bXn-er+s+l -t ... + a, 
where a > 0 and sigrz b = (-l)(,r+l)(‘Z+s+l). 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.3, 2.6, and 2.7, it follows that II&p, xp ,..., 
x-lp) > 0, Vr = s, s + l,..., n + 1. Since 
~rz,Y(P, XP )...) .x-lp : A) = (- l)(n+s+l)(r+l)~~,n_++s+l(P, -up ..., x3-lp) Xn--27+s+l 
+ -.- + 17,,,(p, xp, . . . . xs-lp), 
the result follows. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let n, r, s bepositive integers such that s < r < *(n + s + I), 
and suppose that p has exact degree (n - s -I- 1) and all its roots lie in the 
intersection of the circles 1 z _ z. j < IzoIavld]z-To/ < I&I, where 
ieiTI/(S+l) 
‘a = 2 sin(T/(s + 1)) * 
Then for s = 1, n,n,,(p : A) has (n - 2r + 2) distinct real zeros of sign 
(-1)’ interlacing with the zeros of U,,,.(h) and of 17,-l,,(p’ : A), and for 
s > 1, lI,,,(p, xp )...) xS-lp : A) has (II - 2r + s + 1) distinct real zeros oj 
sign (-1)T interlacing with the zeros of 17,,,.(xp, .?p,..., xS-lp : A) and oj 
I&-l,,(P’, (xp) ,...) (x.7-‘p)’ : A). 
ProojI If n is even and r = &(rz + 2), then D&p : h) is a positive 
constant. If n is odd and r = i(n + I), then II,.(p : A) = bh + a, where 
a > 0 and sign b = (- l)r+l, so that the zero of n,.(p : A) is of sign (-1)T. 
Now take k < $(n + 1) and suppose 17,,,(p : A) has distinct real zeros of 
sign (--1)’ for r > k + 1. We shall show that n,,,(p : A) has distinct 
real zeros of sign (-I)“. Evaluating (2.5) at the zeros of 17,,,(h) and using 
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the fact that n,,,(A) and II,_,,,(h) have interlacing zeros of sign (-I>“, 
it follows that II,,& : A) has distinct real zeros of sign i--i)’ interlacing 
with the zeros of 17,,,(X). Then evaluating (2.5) at the zeros of ,17,,,(p : A)> 
we see that Il,_,,,(p’ : A) has distinct real zeros of sign (- i)” which interlace 
with the zeros ofD,,,(p : A). Hence the result for s = 1 is proved by down- 
ward induction on T. 
Next, take p > 1 and suppose the assertion is true for 3 < p - :. We 
want to show that it is true for s = p. If (n + p) is odd, the result is trae 
for P = $(I? + p + 1). If (n + s) is even, the resnlt is true for r = +(n + s). 
Now take k < $(n + p), and suppose II,,&, xp,..., x-$ : A) has distinct 
real zeros of sign (- 1)’ for I’ 2 k + 1. From (2.7); 
k17,.,+,(p, xp )...) P-lp : A) 2?,-,,,+,((xp)‘, (.sp)‘,..., (rip)’ : A) 
= Il,-,.,(p’, (xpj’,..., (xp-“p)’ : A) I&&qJ, x”p )..., .P-lp : A) 
- (n - i’ -i- p) I&,( p, XP ,..., ~p-~p : A) I17,-,,,((.upj’, (x~P)‘,..., (~~-ipj’ : A). 
Evaluating this at the zeros of T;l,,,(xp, ~~p,.~.> x -lp : A) and using the 
induction hypothesis we see that Il,,,(p, q,.=., x-lp : A) has real distinct 
zeros of sign (-I)’ which interlace with the zeros ofITnz,(.xp, .?;I . . . . . SO-lp : .A). 
Then evaluating the same relation at the zeros ofL!;r,,,(p, xpl..., x~-~p : A), we 
see that II,+I,l;(p’, (xp)‘,..., (xp-lp)’ : A) has distinct real zeros of sign (-I)? 
which interlace with the zeros of 17,,,(p, xp,..., ~-~p : A). 
The resuh follows by induction. 1 
We next consider the possibility that the polynomial p has zeros at x 
or ‘1 ~ I. We again assume a = 0. 
n--i 
I7 .,,+,-0) = (-lY z. 4 (” 7.‘). 
By expanding II,,,(p : A), we see that l?,,,(p : A) has degree f/z - 3 + 1) 
and the coefficient of hn-2r+1 is C,“r,“” aj(zIi). Since a,, = ... = arpl = 0, 
the result follows. 1 
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b3!~lhfA 2.10. suppose the polynomial p(x) = ~Z~~~” aixi has a zero at 
x = 0 of multiplicity m. Then form ,( r < m f s, 1 < s < I’ < n - m + 1, 
IIn,(p, xp )...) xs-lp : A) has degree (12 - I’ -- m + 1) and the coeficient of 
~TL-r-lWkl is: 
where N = 11 - s + I’ - m + 1 and q(x) = (x + l)r-‘R p(x + 1). 
For s < T < nz, r < &z + I), and r < n - m + 1, the degree of 
I&&p, xp )...) F1p : A) is (n - 2r + 1) and the coefficient is (2.16) with m 
replaced by r. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemmas 2.5, 2.9, and 2.6. l 
By a similar method, we have the following. 
LEhrw. 2.11. suppose the polynomial p of degree (11 - s + 1) has a zero 
atx=--1ofmultipIicityI.ThenforI,<r<I+s,l ,<s<r<rz-I+1, 
Il,Z,,r(p, xp,..., xS-lp : A) has a zero at h = 0 of multiplicity (s + I - r) and 
the coeficient of hs+lpr is 
t-l)(r+7)(s+1) K--s+l,l+l(P) IT,-S+M+a(p) ... &,+1,,.(p) 
n~.r-s+dQ) 17,,,,-s(Q) 1.. nN,,,.-,s-w(Q) 
X 
n~.r-s+s(Q) n,,,.-,+,(Q) *.. fl,,z,.-es-l+,(Q) , 
Kdh, r;r,,dQ> ... 17,,,.-s+,(Q) 
where N = n - s + r - I + 1 and Q(x) = (x - l)r-zp(x - 1). 
For s < r < Z, and r < +(n + l), r < n - I + 1, n&p, x:, ,..., xS-lp : h) 
has a root at h = 0 of multiplicity s and the coefficient of AS is (2.17) with I 
replaced by r. 
LEMhfA 2.12. Suppose the polynomialp(x) = ~~~~““’ aixi, an--sil > 0, has 
a zero at x = - 1 of multiplicity 1 and a zero at x = 0 of multiplicity m, 
and all other zeros lie in the intersection of the circles 1 z - z0 / < 1 z0 1 
and I z - Z,, I < / F0 I, where 
‘O - 2 sin(?i/(s + 1)) ’ 
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Let the zeros of 17,(B : A) be A,, A, ,..., A,. For each hi (i = 1, 2 ,..., d) 
let P,(x) be the polynomial corresponding to a solution of the system of 
equations (2.3) with h = Ai, and define Si E YnU(P) such that S,(x) = P,(x), 
Vx E [0, l), and S,(x + 1) = &S,(x), Vx E R. Since hi are distinct the func- 
tions {S, , S, ,..., S,> are linearly independent. Furthermore using the same 
argument as in [3] it can be shown that the dimension of Yma(:Y) is d. More 
precisely we have 
LEMMA 2.13. Let p be a polynomial of exact degree (n - s + 1) whose 
zeros lie in the intersection of the circles j z - z0 1 < / z,, / and I z - Z0 1 < 
/ Z, /, and perhaps with zeros of multiplicity m at 01 and of multiplicity 1 at 
01 - 1. Then the dimension of S,“(q is d, where d is given by (2.20). 
Now, since the eigensplines {S, , S, ,..., S,> are linearly independent, it 
follows from Lemma 2.13 that they form a basis for S,“(.vP). Thus we have 
LEMMA 2.14. Every S E Ynol(P) has a unique representation of the form 
S(x) = f c&(x). 
i=l 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The proof follows the same pattern as [2] and we shall give only a sketch. 
Since 01 is not a zero of 17,(p, xp,..., xs-lp : (-l)“), none of the eigenvalues 
4 3 A, ,**-, A, lie on the unit circle. Suppose 
IAil < 1 for i = 1, 2 ,..., k, 
IhJ > 1 for i = k + 1, k + 2 ,..., d, 
(3.1) 
where 0 < k < d. For p = 0, l,..., s - 1, let 
L,(x) 
where 
P(x) = (x - a)0 + a,(x - 0~)~ + a,+,(x 
P! 
(0 <x < 1) 
cx 2 1) 
(3.2) 
(x < O), 
4 + ... + a,(x - a)“. 
(3.3) 
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Let PI(x) = J$=, cJ,(x) for x E [I, 2) and PQx) = ~~ZIC+, C,.&(X) for 
x E E-1, 0). Suppose the zeros of p(x) are .x1 , .x~ ?*.., .Y,-,+I . Then in order 
that L, E Y?:(g) we must have 
P(l + Xi) = P,(l + SC), (3.4) 
P(xJ = P-1(x,), Vi = 1, 2,..., n - s j- i, (3.5) 
where we adopt the convention that the polynomials are replaced by their 
derivatives if xi is a multiple zero of p, and if 01 and (- 1 + 2) are zeros 
of p of multiplicity nz and I, respectively, the corresponding equations in 
(3.4) and (3.5) are 
P’“‘(I + a!) = P!$) 2 Vk = 0, I ,..., in n s - I, k f pI 
P’““(1 + 2) q = P!+(a) - 1, 
(3.6) 
and 
p’x”(-1 + a> = Pl’“‘(,), ‘dk = 0, I,...: I A s - i, k f ,ci, 
P(“)(-1 + cd) =zz Pp’(a) - 1. 
(3.9) 
Then (3.4) and (3.9, with the corresponding equations replaced by (3.6) 
and (3.7) if p has zeros at 01 and (- 1 f a), give a nonhomogenous ystem 
of d + (IZ - s + 1) equations in d + (n - s + 1) unknowns c1 , e, 9.~.) cd, 
a, , a,,, ,...y a, . The corresponding homogenous system is obtained by 
replacing the polynomial P in (3.3) by one without the term (X - CX)Q/~!. 
If the system is sllngular it would mean that there exists a nonzero function 
SE Yna(P) which is bounded. This is impossible by Lemma 2.14. Hence 
the system is nonsingular, so that the function L, is uniquely defined. 
The spline function L, (p = 0, I,..., s - 1) has the following properties: 
L?(v) = 0, vv = fl, *2, +3,... and Vk = 0, I,... i 3 - i. (3.9 
LfqO) = 6,;, ) Vk = 0, I,..., s - 1, (3.9) 
and L,(x) + 0 exponentially as / x I - co. 
Now define 
+ f 4’,‘“-l’L,-,(x - v). 
y==-cc 
Then S E .YV(P) and satisfies (1.5) and (1 A) of Theorem 1. 
(3.10) 
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If S, E Yn(.9’) also satisfies (1.5) and (1.6) then S - S, E Sq/(q and is of 
power growth as 1 x / + CD. By Lemma 2.14, then, we must have S G S, . 1 
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